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Melville Housing Association are a medium sized RSL based in Dalkeith just outside Edinburgh. They have a wide variety of 

housing stock which they have either acquired or built over a number of years and so have a broad range of conditions, construction 

types and priorities. Coupled with the regulatory requirements to report on progress towards SHQS compliance and to produce a 

deliverable and a�ordable investment programme that actually deals with the issues of their stock they were struggling to see a 

clear way forward.

Their existing asset management software whilst highlighting the main component replacements did not provide su�cient detail 

and �exibility to allow them to model di�erent investment scenarios. Neither did it allow them to monitor SHQS compliance in 

line with the Scottish Housing Regulator guidance.

The Problem:

MHA chose to adopt the SID Asset Management system precisely because it did give them these facilities. With their recently 

completed stock condition survey loaded it gave them immediate access to identify their key investment priorities and to see 

exactly where they were in relation to SHQS. 

MHA are still keen to retain their other Asset Management software and so the export function of SID allows data to be supplied in a 

variety of formats for import to other Housing and Asset Management Systems. They felt the low cost and quick access of SID gave 

them the functionality they needed at the time whilst allow them to run existing systems in parallel.

The Solution:

The principle bene�t to MHA was the ability to target investment where it was needed and to see the impact on SHQS of these 

investment decisions. This in turn meant that their limited resources were being used to their best e�ect ensuring best value at 

all times.

MHA also bene�t from the service provided by SID Asset Management personnel. Their background in Surveying as well as IT means 

that responses and problem solving are dealt with from a practical as well as technical standpoint.

Bene�ts:

The use of SID Asset Management software has provided real focus and transparency for MHA and lead to quick, informed 

decision making saving time and money and giving them real con�dence in their future investment strategy. 

Conclusions:
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